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HAWKE® OPTICS ADDS NEW COMPACT SCOPES TO CROSSBOW LINE 

 

Crossbow Accuracy Has Never Been Easier with New XB30 Compact Models 
 

Continuing as a global pacesetter in producing value-packed, high-performance sporting optics, Hawke® Optics 
expands on its line of accurate and reliable crossbow scopes for 2018. Building on the success of the XB30 Pro 
Scope, Hawke proudly introduces two new XB30 Compact Scope models. 
 
Crossbow shooters demand a scope they can rely on, packed with features to reflect today’s modern crossbows. Not 
only must the scope be lightweight and compact, but it also must be durable and completely weatherproof to handle 
the dramatic conditions that hunters often face when in the field. The crossbow scope must be precise and 
adjustable as bolt placement is critical for success, with multiple aiming points that work like pins in a vertical bow 
sight. The all-new Hawke Optics XB30 Compact scopes meet all the needs of today’s crossbow shooter. Each one is 
compact, lightweight and vigorously tested – perfect for today’s crossbows. 

 
The XB30 Compact scopes feature exclusive red/green illuminated, glass-etched XB Compact SR reticles with aim 
points from 20 yards out to 100 yards. The reticle is designed using Hawke’s Vari-Speed technology, which allows 
you to dial in the speed of your crossbow, adjusting the aiming points for unsurpassed accuracy. The system uses 
the scope variable magnification as a calibration tool, allowing shooters to achieve even 10-yard increments on 
virtually any crossbow shooting up to 475 feet-per-second, depending on the model. The reticles also incorporate 
side-aim dots to allow for 10 and 20mph cross winds. 
 
Two models of the XB30 Compact Scopes are available – the 1.5-6x36, and the 2-8x36. They each have a wide-
angle view, and an all-new, patent-pending, set-and-forget locking speed adjuster ring that ensures the FPS setting 
does not change once zeroed. The 14-layer fully multi-coated optic scopes incorporate ½ MOA positive click turn 
turrets that help you find zero quickly and accurately. The XB30 scopes have a 30mm tube for maximum light 
transmission. The 1.5-6x36 XB30 Compact has a retail price of $249.99, and the 2-8x36 has a retail price of 
$279.99. 

 
About Hawke 
#VISIONACCOMPLISHED. Hawke is a worldwide market leader at the forefront of optical performance with class-
leading innovation and design offering a complete line of sport optics from rifle, crossbow, shotgun and air gun 
scopes to binoculars, spotting scopes and accessories. Accuracy, strength and precision; Hawke optics blend iconic 
design, exceptional engineering and unrivalled craftsmanship to create an unforgettable viewing experience. As 
awareness of Hawke Sport Optics continues to grow, more customers are trusting Hawke as the unquestioned 
industry leader in optics.  Learn more at www.hawkeoptics.com. 
 
Follow the #Hawkelife lifestyle hub and connect with us on social media: 
 

 
 

    


